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Author inspiration – Sophia Thakur 

Sophia Thakur, a storyteller and poet, shares some simple techniques you can use 

to put what you're feeling inside on to the page.  

Use Sophia's worksheet alongside her video on the Beyond Words for World Mental 

Health Day website to explore how you can use the five senses to make your 

readers physically feel your words. 

‘My 2020’ 

It’s been a crazy year so far, let’s see if we can make sense of it… 

This year, I’ve felt more …………………………. than ever before. 

The room of my feelings 

On the walls they look like…… 

My feelings taste like…….. 

My feelings smell like…….. 

My feelings sound like…….. 

My feelings feel like……….. 

EXAMPLE POEM: feeling – ‘worry’ 

On the walls they look worried,  

eyebrows furrowed and wondering what will happen 

My feelings taste like that one aunty’s christmas pudding.  
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The pudding that isn’t sure whether it wants to be a cake or a biscuit. 

My feelings smell too cold. Like a breath taken after stuffing my cheeks with mint 

gum. 

My feelings sound like jazz. There’s a lot going on all at once. 

My feelings feel like a knot in my stomach. A lump in my throat. A stone in my hold. 

About the author 

Sophia Thakur is an award winning, best selling author and performance poet. She has been 

invited to share her captivating, intimate stories on the TEDx stage, Glastonbury, MTV, 

Google, Facebook and over 50 universities across the world.  

Sophia Thakur’s powerful but gentle messages on mental health, diversity, politics, self-

expression, empowerment, women and wellbeing has led to participation at events 

organised by The Guardian, The Royal Family, Channel 4, BBC, Viacom and even Universal 

Music.  

Online, Sophia Thakur has cultivated a passionate following with over 1 million views and 

41k subscribers across her social media channels. She has inspired millions of watchers to 

pick up a pen and give it to their heart.  

Instagram & Twitter: @sophiathakur  |  Website: www.sophiathakur.co.uk  
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